
 
 

Renewables First Launches  

Dispelling the Misconception that Wind Energy is Land Intensive 

Chapter 3 of their Busting the Myths Series 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 

Islamabad - Renewables First is excited to announce the release of the third chapter in their 

informative series, titled "Dispelling the Misconception that Wind Energy is Land Intensive." The 

latest chapter takes aim at prevalent myths surrounding wind energy, specifically addressing 

the misconception that it requires extensive land use and competes with other land activities. 

 

The research explores the prevalent misconceptions that have shaped the belief that wind 

energy projects necessitate vast amounts of land, debunking this notion with the support of 

academic evidence and expert insights. The chapter showcases successful coexistence between 

wind energy projects and other land activities. 

 

Moreover, the chapter dismantles the notion that conventional power plants occupy less land 

than wind farms. Through comprehensive research and analysis, Renewables First provides an 

in-depth overview of the actual land requirements of wind energy, effectively dispelling this 

prevailing myth. 

 

Further, the positive effects of wind and solar energy on the environment and the economy are 

emphasized. By harnessing these renewable energy sources, we can contribute to the global 

movement towards sustainability, unlocking the untapped potential of a greener future. 

 

You can download and read the chapter here: https://t.co/xMkwhaSvGk 

 

This release follows the previous chapters of the series that tackled Gas as a Mid-Transition Fuel 

and Baseload, effectively debunking various myths related to these topics: 

 

http://renewablesfirst.com.pk/


- Myth: Gas is a clean source of energy. 

- Myth: Gas is an essential component for transitioning to clean energy in the electric grid. 

- Myth: Gas is a cost-effective energy alternative. 

- Myth: Pakistan struggles with baseload generation capacity. 

- Myth: Renewable energy resources like wind and solar undermine grid reliability. 

- Myth: Baseload power is necessary for reliability and resiliency in the electric grid. 

 

 

 


